
LS2 Bar Frame Pony Truck 
 
IMPORTANT - Please read the instructions before starting the assembly 
 
This product is part of our complementary range of loco chassis components but it may also be used to enhance 

RTR products, replace those found in kits, or for scratchbuilding. 
 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Remove the main stretcher from the fret. For 00 gauge use the narrower stretcher. If you are working in EM 

or P4 gauge use the wider one. If you are building a GWR style pony truck the front portion of the stretcher 

which includes the LMS/BR type guard irons should be fatigued off at the bottom front fold line and 

discarded. If you require an LMS/BR style pony truck then leave this part in place but fold it out to 90º. 
 
2. Make the remaining 90º folds with the half-etch to the inside as shown in the sketch and reinforce with 

solder. Bend the side strengthening strips through 180º with the half-etch to the outside of the fold and 

solder to the horizontal faces of the A frame sides, then clean up the outer edges to remove the holding tabs 

and any excess solder. 
 
3. Remove the sides from the fret. If an LMS/BR pony truck is required trim off the front portion as shown in the 

sketch. Fit the sides to the stretcher by means of the locating slots and tabs and solder in place. Check that a 

2.0mm diameter axle will drop into the hornways and fettle if necessary to achieve an easy fit. Bend the rear 

side stays inwards slightly to align with the outer edges of the A frame. Gently bend up the A frame sides until 

they meet the lower edges of the rear side stays and solder them together. 
 
4. For the GWR style pony truck only, solder a piece of 0.45mm wire through the holes at the bottom front of the 

sides to depict the cross stay bar. 
 
5. Sufficient side play has been left to allow for variations according to the wheelsets chosen, and a selection of 

half and full depth washers is provided for those who wish to limit this to the minimum. Fit the wheelset and 

retain it in the hornways by passing short lengths of wire through the holes at the bottom of the centre 

stretcher. Shape the guard irons to align with the wheel treads. 
 
6. Solder a washer over the slot in the A frame and adjust the position as required until the axle is located on 

the correct centre line. 
 
7. If desired, a piece of phosphor bronze strip formed into a V-shaped spring can be attached to the tab as 

shown, and the holes on the top of the stretcher can be used to locate side control wire springs. 
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